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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we introduce our method that is able to 
analyze and recognize Elliott waves in time series. Our 
method uses an artificial neural network that is adapted 
by backpropagation. Neural network uses Elliot wave’s 
patterns in order to extract them and recognize. 
Artificial neural networks are suitable for pattern 
recognition in time series mainly because of learning 
only from examples. There is no need to add additional 
information that could bring more confusion than 
recognition effect. Neural networks are able to 
generalize and are resistant to noise. On the other hand, 
it is generally not possible to determine exactly what a 
neural network learned and it is also hard to estimate 
possible recognition error. They are ideal especially 
when we do not have any other description of the 
observed series. This paper also includes experimental 
results of Elliott waves recognition carried out with our 
method. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Financial data is a set of economic indexes with certain 
significance in finance. The basic pattern recognition can 
be classified according to various criteria. Basic criteria 
of time series pattern recognition are to identify the 
direction of the trend. The basic step for the future 
prediction is patterns recognition. The Elliott Wave 
Principle is a detailed description of how groups of 
people behave. It reveals that mass psychology swings 
from pessimism to optimism and back in a natural 
sequence, creating specific and measurable patterns. One 
of the easiest places to see the Elliott Wave Principle at 
work is in the financial markets, where changing 
investor psychology is recorded in the form of price 
movements. If we can identify repeating patterns in 
prices, and figure out where we are in those repeating 
patterns today, we can predict future trend. This paper 
introduces our method that allows analysis Elliot wave’s 
patterns in time series for the purpose of their future 
prediction. 

 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
 
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a connectionist 
massively parallel system, inspired by the human neural 
system. Its units, neurons (Fig. 1), are interconnected by 
connections called synapse. Each neuron, as the main 
computational unit, performs only a very simple 
operation: it sums its weighted inputs and applies a 
certain activation function on the sum. Such a value then 
represents the output of the neuron. However great such 
a simplification is (according to the biological neuron), it 
has been found as plausible enough and is successfully 
used in many types of ANN, (Fausett 1994). 
 

 
Figures 1: Model of neuron 

 
A neuron Xi obtains input signals xi and relevant weights 
of connections wi, optionally a value called bias bi is 
added in order to shift the sum relative to the origin. The 
weighted sum of inputs is computed and the bias is 
added so that we obtain a value called stimulus or inner 
potential of the neuron si. After that it is transformed by 
an activation function f into output value oi that is 
computed as it is shown in equations (see Fig.1) and may 
be propagated to other neurons as their input or be 
considered as an output of the network. Here, the 
activation function is a sigmoid, (Kondratenko and  
Kuperin 2003). 
The purpose of the activation function is to perform a 
threshold operation on the potential of the neuron. 
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Many authors agree that multilayer feedforward neural 
networks belong to the most common ones in practical 
use. Usually a fully connected variant is used, so that 
each neuron from the n-th layer is connected to all 
neurons in the (n+1)-th layer, but it is not necessary and 
in general some connections may be missing. There are 
also no connections between neurons of the same layer. 
A subset of input units has no input connections from 
other units; their states are fixed by the problem. Another 
subset of units is designated as output units; their states 
are considered the result of the computation. Units that 
are neither input nor output are known as hidden units, 
(Hertz and  Kogh 1991). 
Each problem specifies a training set of associated pairs 
of vectors for the input units and output units. The full 
specification of a network to solve a given problem 
involves enumerating all units, the connections between 
them, and setting the weights on those connections. The 
first two tasks are commonly solved in an ad hoc or 
heuristic manner, while the final task is usually 
accomplished with the aid of a learning algorithm, such 
as backpropagation. This algorithm belongs to a group 
called “gradient descent methods”. An intuitive 
definition is that such an algorithm searches for the 
global minimum of the weight landscape by descending 
downhill in the most precipitous direction (Fig. 2).  

 

 
Figures 2: An intuitive approach to the gradient descent 
method, looking for the global minimum: a) is the 
starting point, b) is the final one. 
 
The initial position is set at random (note that there is no 
a priori knowledge about the shape of the landscape) 
selecting the weights of the network from some range 
(typically from -1 to 1 or from 0 to 1). It is obvious that 
the initial position on the weight landscape greatly 
influences both the length and the path made when 
seeking the global minimum. In some cases it is even 
impossible to get to the optimal position due to the 
occurrence of some deep local minima. Considering the 
different points, it is clear, that backpropagation using a 
fully connected neural network is not a deterministic 
algorithm. Now, a more formal definition of the 
backpropagation algorithm (for a three layer network) is 
presented, (Fausett 1994). 
 

• The input vector is presented to the network. 

• The feedforward is performed, so that each 
neuron computes its output following the 
formula (2) over neurons in previous layer: 

 
(2) 

• The error on the output layer is computed for 
each neuron using the desired output (yj) on the 
same neuron (3):  

 (3) 

• The error is propagated back to the hidden layer 
over all the hidden neurons (hi) and weights 
between each of them and over all neurons in the 
output layer (4): 

 
(4) 

• Having values  and  computed, the 
weights from the hidden to the output layer and 
from the input to the hidden layer can be 
adjusted following formulas (5) 

 (5) 

where α is the learning coefficient and xi is the 
i-th neuron in the input layer. 

• All the preceding steps are repeated until the 
total error (6) of the network over all training 
pairs does not fall under certain level. 

 (6) 

The formulas in step three and four are products of 
derivation of the error function on each node. A detailed 
explanation of this derivation as well as of the complete 
algorithm can be found in (Hertz and  Kogh 1991). 

 
ELLIOTT WAVE THEORY 
Elliott Wave Principle is based on the fact that prices 
usually move in fives waves in the direction of the larger 
trend and in three waves contrary to it. In an uptrend a 
five wave advance will be followed by a three wave 
decline; in a down trend a five wave decline will be 
followed by a three wave advance. Five-wave patterns 
are called impulse waves, three-wave patterns are called 
corrective waves (see Fig.3). Elliott wave principle 
works best on markets with the largest public following. 
The forex market as a result of its enormous size, 
liquidity and diversity of participants very often displays 
clear wave patterns which can be used to a trader's 
advantage - providing him or her with high-reward/low-
risk, high-probability entry points in accordance with the 
prevailing trend. The usefulness of the Elliott wave 
analysis for the forex trader is also highlighted by the 
fact that the major waves on the currency markets 
usually develop in close correspondence with the interest 
rate cycles specific for the currency pairs that somebody 



 

 

is trading. Potentially profitable Elliott wave setups 
occur 50% of the time on the currency markets which 
makes it important for the forex traders to be at least 
aware of the basic principles of recognizing them, (Frost 
and Prechter 2001). 

 
 

Figures 3: The basic pattern of Elliott wave 
 
Impulse waves are five wave patterns. Impulse waves 
always unfold in the same direction as the larger trend - 
the next higher degree impulse or corrective wave. 
Waves 1, 3 and 5 within an impulse are themselves 
impulse waves of lower degree which should also 
subdivide into a five-wave pattern (see Fig.4). One of 
the impulse waves within an impulse wave will usually 
be extended or much longer than the other two. Most 
extensions in the currency markets occur in wave three. 
When one of the impulse waves extends the other two 
will frequently be of an equal size. Waves 2 and 4 
within an impulse waves are corrective waves. Once an 
impulse wave is completed it will be followed by a 
corrective wave. An impulse wave is always followed 
by a corrective wave of the same degree unless the 
impulse wave completes a higher degree wave, (Poser 
2003). 
 

 
 

Figures 4: The basic pattern of impulse phase 
 

There are three rules which should hold true for an 
impulse wave (see fig. 5) to be valid:  
 

• wave two cannot move past the start of wave 
one;  

• wave three cannot be the shortest wave of the 
three impulse waves (1,3,5);  

• wave four cannot move past the end of wave 
one.  

 
If any of these rules is violated you should try a 
different wave count. In some cases the wave count can 
still be considered valid if the currency prices violate 
any of the above rules but not on a closing basis, (Poser 
2003). 

 
 

Figures 5: Valid impulse wave 
 
Corrective waves are three wave patterns. Corrective 
waves always unfold in the opposite direction to the 
larger trend - the next higher degree impulse or 
corrective wave. There are two different groups of 
corrective waves: simple corrective waves (zigzags, 
flats and irregulars) and complex corrective waves 
(triangles, double and triple threes). Corrective waves 
have much more variations than the impulse waves 
which makes it less easy to identify them while they are 
still being formed. These corrective waves are broadly 
called ABC corrections. They differ by the distance 
their subwaves move in relation to each other and by the 
way they subdivide. A zigzag consists of a 5-3-5 
sequence in which wave B doesn’t move past the start 
of wave A and wave C moves far beyond the end of 
wave A. A flat is formed by a 3-3-5 sequence in which 
all the three subwaves are of the same length. An 
irregular is made up of a 3-3-5 sequence in which wave 
B exceeds the start of wave A and waves C moves close 
to or beyond the end of wave A (see fig.6), (Frost and 
Prechter 2001). 
It is useful to know that in all the three ABC corrections 
wave C subdivides into a five wave pattern, or an 
impulse wave. This information can be very helpful 
when making timing decision for entering your trades at 
the start of the higher impulse waves. ABC corrections 



 

 

most commonly act as the second subwaves of the 
impulse waves. 
 

 
 

Figures 6: Ideal Zizgaz, Flat and Irregular 
 
FRACTAL STRUCTURE OF ELLIOTT WAVES 

One of the basic tenets of Elliott Wave theory is that 
market structure is fractal in character. The non-
scientific explanation of this fractal character is that 
Elliott Wave patterns that show up on long term charts 
are identical to, and will also show up on short term 
charts, albeit with sometimes more complex structures. 
This property of fractals is called "self-similarity" or 
"self-affinity" and it is what this writer is referring to 
when he says that the market is fractal in character. 
Elliott waves are fractals because fractal is a geometric 
object that after their division into smaller parts of shape 
shows similarities with the original motives. Each 
impulse phase consists of three subwaves upward of 
five breaks and each correction phase consists of two 
subwaves downward of three breaks. For a detailed 
view of the Elliott wave, we can find more and more 
fractures in each subwave. Just such repeating pattern is 
a fundamental property of fractals, (see Fig. 7.), (Poser 
2003).  

 
 

Figure 7: Fractal structure of Elliott wave 

Using Elliotts waves for determining the future 
development of prices is quite simple. If Elliott wave 
occurs in a stock market trends, we can expect break of 
a price in the opposite direction after the fifth pulse 
wave or after the third correction wave. Of course, it is 
not so simple. Elliott wave is very often distorted 
differently, and prediction is then very difficult and 
sometimes impossible. Our use of the word fractal, or 
Elliott Wave fractal, is not a proper use of the property 
of self-similarity. When we use the term here we mean a 
"counting fractal," which is really a description of the 
relative position of a bar on a high-low bar chart. This 
may create confusion but we do not want to hijack 
'Elliott Wave Fractal' from Dr. Bill Williams, the 
originator of the expression, (Frost and Prechter 2001). 
 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

During our experimental work, we made some study 
included Elliott waves pattern recognition. Our method 
is based on backpropagation neural network and is able 
to recognize Elliot wave structures in given time series. 
In order to test the efficiency of the method, we applied 
a database from the area of financial forecasting [4]. 
Artificial neural networks need for their adaptation 
training sets. In our experimental work, the training set 
consists of 11 different types of Elliott wave’s samples, 
see Fig. 8. 

 
 

Figure 8: Different types of Elliott wave’s samples 
represented in the training set 

 
Input data are sequences included always n consecutive 
numbers, which are transformed into interval <0,1> by 
the formula (7). Samples are adjusted for the needs of 
backpropagation networks with sigmoid activation 
function in this way. 
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          (7) 

 
where  is normalized output value of the i-th neuron, 

and  are n-1 consecutive output values that 
specify sequences (patterns) from the training set (e.g. 
training pars of input and corresponding output vectors). 
The training set for our experimental study is written in 
Table 1.  
Input vector contains 10 components. Output vector has 
got 11 components and each output unit represents one 
of 11 different types of Elliott wave’s samples. The 
neural network architecture is 10 - 10 - 11 (e.g. 10 units 
in the input layer, 10 units in the hidden layer, and 11 
units in the output layer), because the pattern 
recognition is not linearly separable problem and 
therefore we cannot use neural network without hidden 
units. The nets are fully connected. Adaptation of the 
neural network starts with randomly generated weight 
values. Backpropagation method was used for the 
adaptation with the following parameters: first 5000 
iterations has learning rate value 0.5, and for the next 
2000 iterations has learning rate value 0.1, momentum 
is 0. 
Our test set is made from the time series (see Fig. 9) and 
includes 259 values. We used forex EUR/USD from 
11.3.2010. The foreign exchange market (forex) is a 
global, worldwide-decentralized financial market for 
trading currencies. Financial centers around the world 
function as anchors of trading between a wide range of 
different types of buyers and sellers around the clock, 
with the exception of weekends. The foreign exchange 
market determines the relative values of different 
currencies. The values were downloaded from (Forex 
databases). 
 

 
Figure 9: Financial time series (Forex databases) 

 
Our Neural network was able to recognize all given 
types of Elliott wave’s samples represented in the 
training set (Fig. 8, Table 1). There is shown number of 
pattern P1-P11 that was recognize from financial time 
series with several probabilities (grater than 0.9, 0.8, 
0.7, 0.6, and 0.5) in Table 2. We can see that pattern P1 
was recognized with probability grater then 0.9 quite 6 
times, with probability grater then 0.9 quite 2 times etc. 
Illustration of some recognized patterns that occur in 
financial time series is shown in Fig. 10. Comparison of 

the sixth pattern looks, how is learned via neural 
network versus its present in test set is represented in 
Fig. 11. 

Table 2: Test results 

Number of patterns 
Proba-
bility P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 P 5 P 6 P 7 P 8 P 9 P10 P11 

> 0.9 6 18 19 12 5 3 5 15 22 8 6 

> 0.8 2 6 0 2 2 0 6 9 5 1 4 

> 0.7 4 2 0 0 1 0 3 5 5 1 3 

> 0.6 4 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 1 

> 0.5 0 5 1 0 1 1 3 2 1 0 0 
 

 
Figure 10: Some recognized patterns that occur in 

financial time series  
 

 
Figure 11: Training pattern 6 and its representation in 

test set 
 
CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a short introduction into the field of 
time series pattern recognition using artificial 
intelligence methods has been given. We used method 
based on backpropagation neural network. According to 
the results of experimental studies, it can be stated that 
Elliot wave’s patterns were successfully extract in given 
time series and recognize using suggested method, how 
as can be seen from figures in result section. The future 
work will be focused on development of some method, 
which could be able to recognize a fractal structure in 
Elliot wave’s patterns. It means, that the method should 
recognize Elliot wave’s patterns in a varied time scale. It 



 

 

might result in better mapping of the time series behavior 
for better prediction.  
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